Powerful Online Organic Chemistry
Homework and Instruction Solution
for Sorrell Organic Chemistry, Second Edition
Sapling Learning Benefits

About the Text

Sapling Learning’s online homework is
a powerful and effective tool for your
organic chemistry courses.

Hailed by J Chem Ed as “the new
wave” in organic textbooks, this
book’s mechanistic approach
constructs organic chemistry from
the ground up. By focusing on the
points of reactivities in organic, this
text allows students to approach
more and more complex molecules
with enhanced understanding. Also
noteworthy are the biochemical
examples for their variety, substance,
and depth. Despite its unique
emphasis on reactivity, the book
facilitates easy adoption by covering
organic compound classes in the
traditional order.








Automatic homework grading
Tutorial instruction
Diagnostic feedback
Algorithmic questions
Dedicated support from chemists
Engaging graded rich interactions
 Molecule drawing
 Chemical equation entry
 2D and 3D atom selection
 Media and simulations
 Labeling diagrams
 Interactive spectra

What Instructors are Saying about
Sapling Learning
“I continue to be impressed with the
Sapling site, and get excellent feedback
from our students.”
“Thank you for giving us a great
homework system that our students love.
The user-friendly interface and excellent
palette as well as the pedagogicallyeffective questions make Sapling unique.”
“The support your group has provided has
been excellent.“

What Instructors are Saying about Sorell Organic Chemistry

Get Started with Sapling Learning

“Sorrell writes well, and has a knack for lucid explanations. He uses excellent examples
and well designed exercises to make his points.The sections integrating chapter topics
with biochemical examples are the best that I have seen. My students have found his
book a pleasure to read.” –Douglas Dykes, University of Colorado, Denver

For more information, contact
info@saplinglearning.com.

"The Second Edition of Sorrell's Organic Chemistry is working well for our course on
organic chemistry with a biological emphasis. It is a great combination of rigor and
easy reading.”–Martin Semmelhack, Princeton University
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